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Abstract

In order to increase the maintainability and the flexi-
bility of a software, its design and implementation quality
must be properly assessed. For this purpose a large num-
ber of metrics and several higher-level mechanisms
based on metrics are defined in literature. But the accu-
racy of these quantification means is heavily dependent
on the proper selection of threshold values, which is of-
tentimes totally empirical and unreliable. In this paper
we present a novel method for establishing proper thresh-
old values for metrics-based rules used to detect design
flaws in object-oriented systems. The method, metaphor-
ically called “tuning machine”, is based on inferring the
threshold values based on a set of reference examples, man-
ually classified in “flawed” respectively “healthy” design
entities (e.g., classes, methods). More precisely, the “tun-
ing machine” searches, based on a genetic algorithm,
for those thresholds which maximize the number of cor-
rectly classified entities. The paper also defines a repeat-
able process for collecting examples, and discusses the
encouraging and intriguing results while applying the ap-
proach on two concrete metrics-based rules that quan-
tify two well-known design flaws i.e., “God Class” and
“Data Class”.
Keywords: threshold, metrics, design flaws, object-
oriented design

1. Motivation

1.1. Introduction

Not only bugs cost! The “errors” of the internal orga-
nization of an object-oriented software system have a neg-
ative impact on important quality factors, such as its main-
tainability. Thus, design flaws [9] are going to generate high
maintenance costs, and therefore hinder the evolution of the
system. It is important to emphasize that design flaws are

the result of evolution itself, more precisely of the “soft-
ware aging” phenomenon [14]. The only thing we can do in
order to slow down the aging process and thus to preserve
the program technical and economical value is to “correct”
from time to time those design entities (e.g., classes, meth-
ods) affected by structural errors. The question is how can
we find them?

The problem of design flaws detection is addressed
in [10] where the author proposes the usage of soft-
ware metrics in order to quantify the deviations from
design rules or heuristics which characterize a good
object-oriented design. Using a set of software met-
rics, a filter for each metric denoting its abnormal values
(e.g., HigherThan(5), LowerThan(2)), and simple com-
position operators (e.g., and, or) which combine the
metric-filter pairs, the informal descriptions of design flaws
like those presented in [4] or derived from [16] are quanti-
fied in form of a detection strategy.

As a simple example, let’s consider that we want to de-
tect classes that should be split because they represent im-
proper abstractions. A detection strategy which expresses
this design flaw is presented in Equation 1.
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(1)

The first elementary term of the strategy (TCC(C), Low-
erThan(0.2)) selects all the classes from the system hav-
ing a low cohesion between their methods (TCC = Tight
Class Cohesion [2]). The second elementary term selects
all the classes with more than 7 methods (NOM = Num-
ber of Methods). The final result is computed by the and
composition operator which acts as an intersection set op-
erator. Thus, the classes having both characteristics will be
selected for splitting.
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1.2. Problem statement

As a result of [10], [11], [15] detection strategies seem to
be an efficient mechanism for automatic detection of design
flaws. But in order to quantify a design flaw in the form of
a detection strategy two questions must be answered:

� What set of metrics should be used and how should
they be combined in order to quantify a particular de-
sign flaw and why?

� Which are the proper threshold values for these met-
rics and why?

Without a clear answer for both questions it is hard to be-
lieve that the results of an experiment made in order to val-
idate the efficiency of a detection strategy is not affected by
a “fishing for results” approach. In other words it is hard to
believe that the conclusions are not dependent on that par-
ticular experiment.

While the first question can be answered starting with
the Goal-Question-Metric paradigm [1] [20], answering the
second question is much more delicate. Following the afore-
mentioned detection strategy example, which is the reason
to consider that a value for the TCC metric lower than 0.2 is
abnormal in the context of the quantified design flaw? Why
not lower than 0.21 or 0.19?

In [10] it is recognized that the proper selection of thresh-
old values has “a decisive influence on the accuracy of a
detection strategy”. Unfortunately, no methodology is pro-
vided in order to resolve this problem. The clear reason of
the selection of particular threshold values for the metrics
used by a detection strategy usually remains a mystery.

1.3. Organization

Through the rest of this paper we propose a generic
method, named tuning machine, which can be used to es-
tablish the proper threshold values for a detection strategy.
Section 2 presents this approach. In order to validate our
method we developed a Java prototype to automate the ap-
proach. Section 3 briefly presents this prototype and dis-
cusses our experiments and results. In the end we present
several related works, we discuss the advantages and disad-
vantages of our approach and finally we draw some conclu-
sions.

2. The detection strategy tuning machine

2.1. Surrounding the problem

M.Fowler et al. state in [4] that “no set of metrics ri-
vals informed human intuition”. Similarly we state that no
detection strategy which quantifies a design flaw can rival

informed human intuition. But because an automatic ap-
proach for design flaws detection is strongly needed when
a very large software system is to be analyzed, we have to
rely on some “good quantifications”.

A detection strategy can be viewed as a model of the
quantified design flaw inferred by its author from a set of
particular examples or instances and consistent with those
instances. But can we say that such a model is absolutely
correct? Can we say that it is going to be consistent with
any other possible example? Well, we can’t. We can only
say that it must be approximately correct if the model is
consistent with a sufficiently large set of instances. As a re-
sult, if a detection strategy is consistent with a large set of
available examples it must be good enough for our prob-
lem detection goals.

2.2. Planning the attack

In order to explain how we intend to find the threshold
values of a detection strategy we have to clarify some no-
tions which are going to be frequently used through the rest
of the paper.

Definition 1 A positive example of a design flaw is a de-
sign entity (e.g., a class) affected by that particular flaw.

Similarly, a negative example of a design flaw represents a
design entity which is not affected by that particular flaw.

Definition 2 A false negative for a detection strategy is a
positive example of the quantified design flaw which is not
identified as such by the strategy. We say that the strategy is
not consistent with that positive example.

Similarly, a false positive for a detection strategy is a nega-
tive example of the quantified flaw which is identified by the
strategy as being a positive example. We say that the strat-
egy is not consistent with that negative example.

In the context of the above definitions and following the
discussion from the previous section we state that in order to
find the proper threshold values used by a detection strategy
we have to find those thresholds which ensure the consis-
tency of the strategy with the largest number of positive and
negative available examples of the quantified design flaw.

If this number is large enough we can say that the de-
tection strategy which uses these new threshold values is
a good enough quantification for the corresponding design
flaw. Otherwise, we can say that the strategy does not prop-
erly capture the particular characteristics of the targeted de-
sign flaw. In other words, the skeleton of that detection strat-
egy, representing the strategy expression without the thresh-
old values, is not relevant for what was intended to be quan-
tified.

Now, we can define the tuning machine approach.
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Figure 1. The meta-architecture of the tuning
machine

Definition 3 The detection strategy tuning machine de-
scribes a generic methodology which helps to find the
proper threshold values of a detection strategy and to es-
timate its overall accuracy by tuning the thresholds in
such a way that the resulting tuned strategy is consis-
tent with the largest possible number of positive and nega-
tive examples of the design flaw quantified by that strategy.

The first thing that we have to emphasize is that in this
paper we describe a methodology. The “tuning machine”
is only a metaphor for the approach. On the other hand, as
resulting from the above definition, the tuning machine is
independent on the flaw quantified by the strategy. All it
knows is that a given set of examples is representative for
what a given strategy quantifies and that it has to find those
thresholds which maximize the consistency of that strategy
over the specified set. At the same time, nothing is said
about the algorithm used to find these thresholds. Thus, it
is useful to describe the methodology in terms of a machine
abstract architecture.

2.3. Attacking the problem

In this section, we are going to present the main steps
which must be followed in order to tune a detection strat-
egy. The description is made using the tuning machine com-
ponents, each component being described from the statical
and dynamical point of view. Figure 1 shows all the compo-
nents of the machine and their way of interaction.

Step 1. Collect the examples. In order to tune a detection
strategy, we have to collect a sufficiently large set of posi-
tive and negative examples, based on the informal descrip-
tion of the design flaw quantified by the strategy to be tuned.

All these examples will be stored in the examples reposi-
tory. The actual representation of an example is not impor-
tant in the context of this paper. The only thing that we have
to mention is that each example must be characterized by a
descriptor. It has to specify at least what design flaw is ad-
dressed by the example and if it is a positive or a negative
one.

Step 2. Tuning & validation. The skeleton of the strat-
egy and an identifier for the design problem which is ad-
dressed by that strategy are the inputs for the tuning com-
ponent. This component is the one which has to find the
thresholds applying a tuning algorithm. First, using the flaw
identifier, the tuning component asks the descriptor ana-
lyzer to prepare the set of examples used for the tuning op-
eration. Next, the algorithm can start. While it is in progress,
the values of some metrics used in the skeleton of the strat-
egy which is being tuned are needed. The tuning component
asks the measurement component to calculate all the metric
values it needs. When the algorithm is finished the detec-
tion strategy obtained filling the skeleton with the identified
thresholds is inserted in the results repository.

But tuning is not all. In conformity with Definition 3, the
obtained tuned strategy will be consistent with the largest
possible number of positive and negative examples from
the tuning set. But, we also need to know how many pos-
itive examples from a particular set are missed (false nega-
tives) and how many negative examples from the same set
are viewed as positive (false positives) by the tuned strat-
egy. Using these measurements we can evaluate the accu-
racy of the resulted detection strategy and this is the respon-
sibility of the validation component. Of course, an evalua-
tion based on the set of examples that were already used for
tuning is not sufficient. In order to obtain a relevant evalua-
tion the validation component must also use a set composed
with examples that were not “seen” by the tuning compo-
nent. This is the validation set. All the sets of examples used
by the validation component are constructed by the descrip-
tor analyzer while the metrics values needed during the val-
idation are calculated by the measurement component.

After the tuning and the validation sub steps a report is
produced for the user in order to analyze the final results.

It is important to mention that the tuning and the val-
idation sub-steps can be repeated multiple times when a
cross validation technique is applied. Because of that the re-
sults repository must be seen in accordance with the repos-
itory/blackboard architectural style described in [19].

Step 3. Try a trade-off. A final element of the machine is
the balance adjusting point. There might be situations when
the tuning set contains many “conflicting” positive and neg-
ative examples. In other words there isn’t any set of thresh-
olds for the given strategy skeleton which simultaneously
ensure the consistency of the strategy with these examples.
Clearly this is a sign that something is not right with the
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skeleton. The problem in these situations is that the obtained
tuned strategy will miss many real flaws or it will introduce
many false positives. From the problem detection process
point of view, the first case is more dangerous. It is prefer-
able to detect almost all the real flaws, although an accept-
able number of false positives is introduced.

The balance feature can be used in order to obtain a tuned
strategy with a smaller number of false negatives. Through
this adjusting point we can make a deal with the tuning al-
gorithm before repeating the second step: we request the
correct classification of more positive examples but we also
have to accept the minimal necessary increase of the num-
ber of false positives. We can repeatedly search for an ac-
ceptable trade-off, but if we can’t find a fair one we have to
give up and correct the skeleton of the strategy.

3. Evaluation

3.1. The prototype

To validate our method we implemented the tuning ma-
chine in form of a Java program. Because the heart of the
approach is the tuning component we are going to briefly
discuss its implementation. All the implementation details
can be found in [13].

In order to find the threshold values of a detection strat-
egy the tuning component uses a genetic algorithm [12]. A
potential solution or chromosome encodes one threshold for
each elementary term of the strategy to be tuned (i.e, one
for (TCC(C), LowerThan( )) and one for (NOM(C), High-
erThan( ))). The algorithm searches for those potential so-
lutions which minimize the following fitness function:

���� � �� ���� �������� ��� ����� �������
(2)

where:

� X is the potential solution

� Fn No(X) is the number of false negatives obtained
when the tuned strategy is applied on the tuning set us-
ing the threshold values encoded in X

� Fp No(X) is the number of false positives obtained
when the tuned strategy is applied on the tuning set us-
ing the threshold values encoded in X

� A is a system parameter called penalty amplitude and
it is set by the user. The parameter is a positive integer
number and it helps to adjust the value of the penalty
for one inconsistency produced by X

� b is a system parameter called balance. It is a num-
ber between 0 and 1 and it implements the balance ad-
justing point of the tuning component. When b is 0.5
a false negative and a false positive are penalized with

Figure 2. Examples acquisition process

the same score meaning that no trade-off is accepted
(see Section 2.3)

Due to space limitations of this paper we will not dis-
cuss other characteristics of the algorithm such as the solu-
tion representation, selection model, etc..

3.2. Collecting examples

A special attention was given to the examples acquisi-
tion. The applied process is summarized in Figure 2.

First, we created a design flaws catalog containing infor-
mal description of many object-oriented design problems
collected from literature [4], [16]. We also selected 7 object-
oriented software systems written in Java and C++ each of
them having approximately 30 classes. These systems were
developed during the software engineering course at “Po-
litehnica” University of Timişoara by students with little
experience in object-oriented design. These programs were
then distributed to 11 volunteers, senior students which had
followed an advanced object-oriented design course. Each
of them manually analyzed one system, and wrote a design
flaws report based on our design flaws catalog. A report
contained all the design entities which were found as be-
ing flawed and a short motivation for each reported entity.
In the end, we centralized the reports, we mediated some
inter-report conflicts, and we created an examples database.
All design entities (e.g., classes) that were reported as be-
ing affected by a particular design flaw (e.g., they are Dat-
aClasses [4]) were marked in the database as positive ex-
amples for that flaw. The remaining entities (e.g., classes
which are not DataClasses) were marked as negative exam-
ples of that flaw.

It is important to observe that our volunteers didn’t know
absolutely anything about how we quantified different de-
sign flaws (e.g., what software metrics we used) because
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their manual analysis was based on the informal descrip-
tions presented in the design flaws catalog.

3.3. The detection strategies

Before the discussion about the experiments we made it
is important to present the detection strategies which were
tuned using our tuning machine prototype. We are going to
present their original form introduced in [9].

GodClass detection strategy. The GodClass de-
sign flaw affects those classes which tend to centralize
the intelligence of a software system [9]. This is a devia-
tion from an object-oriented design heuristic which states
that the intelligence of a system has to be uniformly dis-
tributed among the top-level classes of the system design
[16]. The quantified form of this design flaw is presented
in Equation 3. Is essence, the GodClass detection strat-
egy looks for classes which use data from the classes
around them while they are complex or have low co-
hesion between their methods. Next, we are going to
introduce the software metrics used to quantify the afore-
mentioned “symptoms”.

� Access To Foreign Data. ATFD represents the number
of external classes from which a given class accesses
attributes, directly or via accessor methods (get/set
methods) [8].

� Weighted Method Count. WMC is the sum of the static
complexity of all methods in a class [3].

� Tight Class Cohesion. TCC is defined as the relative
number of directly connected methods. Two methods
are directly connected if they access a common in-
stance variable of their class [2].

DataClass detection strategy. The DataClass design
flaw is introduced in [4]. A class affected by this flaw is
nothing else than a “dumb data holder” having “fields, get-
ting and setting methods for the fields and nothing else”.
The quantified form of this flaw is presented in Equation 4.
This detection strategy searches for “lightweight” classes
which provides almost no functionality through their inter-
faces while having many accessor methods (get/set meth-
ods) or data fields in their interfaces. The metrics used by
this detection strategy are:

� Weight Of a Class. WOC represents the number of
non-accessor, non-inherited methods in the interface of
the measured class divided by the total number of in-
terface non-inherited members [8].

� Number of Public Attributes. NOPA is defined as the
number of non-inherited attributes that belong to the
interface of the class [8].

� Number Of Accessor Methods. NOAM is defined as
the number of the non-inherited accessor methods de-
clared in the interface of a class [8].

3.4. Experiments

After we collected positive and negative examples for the
GodClass and DataClass design flaws we applied our ap-
proach in order to find the threshold values for the corre-
sponding detection strategies presented in Equation 3 and
4. For each strategy, we are going to present its accuracy
before and after the tuning process and we are going to dis-
cuss the new thresholds. The strategies were tuned using the
following configuration for the genetic algorithm:

� Population size: 60

� Number of generations: 100

� Crossover probability: 0.5

� Mutation probability: 0.1

� Representation: Floating-point [12]

� Selection strategy: Wheel model combined with elitist
model [12]

� Crossover strategy: Heuristic [12]

� Mutation strategy: Uniform mutation [12]

� Penalty amplitude (A): 100

� Balance (b): 0.5 for GodClass and 0.55 for DataClass

We recognize that the number of examples we used is
relatively far from being a sufficient one. Thus, the results
have to be treated accordingly. In spite this, they demon-
strate that our approach is a promising one.

3.4.1. Tuning GodClass detection strategy In Table 1
the composition of the tuning set and of the validation set
is presented. The table also shows the accuracy of the strat-
egy over these two sets using the original thresholds and
those obtained by the tuning machine.

It is easy to see that the strategy that uses the original
thresholds is not very accurate: only 3 (9 positive exam-
ples - 6 false negatives) positive examples from the tuning
set are detected. Using the thresholds provided by the detec-
tion strategy tuning machine, almost all the design problems
from the tuning set are detected and the number of false pos-
itives is smaller. Of course, this improvement over the tun-
ing set was expected: the detection strategy tuning machine
searches for those thresholds which minimize the number of
inconsistencies. Now, let’s take a look on the precision over
the validation set which was not “seen” by the tuning algo-
rithm. The usage of the initial threshold hinders the detec-
tion of the positive example. But if we use the new one this
positive example is detected, and only one false positive ap-
pears.
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(4)

Set Positive Negative Using original thresholds Using tuned thresholds
type examples examples False negatives False positives False negatives False positives

Tuning 9 142 6 4 1 2
Validation 1 22 1 0 0 1

Table 1. The accuracy of the GodClass detection strategy

We cannot conclude that the accuracy of the strategy over
the validation set have been improved because the number
of inconsistencies is constant (although it is more important
to eliminate a false negative and to introduce a false posi-
tive than the opposite situation). But it is important to ob-
serve that the inferred thresholds do not alter the strategy
accuracy. So, these new thresholds inferred from the tun-
ing set are not only a fortunate “accident”.

For a better argumentation of the above statement let’s
take a look at the concrete threshold values we obtained.
Are they semantically relevant? In other words, we want to
see if the new threshold value for each elementary term of
the strategy is compatible with the presumption about the
quantified flaw which decided the usage of that term in the
strategy. For example, the presumption which decided the
usage of the (WMC(C),HigherThan( )) term in the God-
Class detection strategy was that a GodClass could be com-
plex as we explained in Section 3.3. A semantically relevant
threshold for this term has to be compatible with this pre-
sumption. A value of 40 or 50 is compatible but a value of
1 or 5 is not because almost every classes of a system can
have such a value for the WMC metric and so the aforemen-
tioned term of the strategy does not help to select only the
complex classes as it was intended to. In the second case it
is most likely that the tuning machine has captured from the
tuning set a fortunate but not a general particularity of the
GodClass design flaw. This phenomenon is called overfit-
ting [17].

In Figure 3 we present the threshold values obtained for
each elementary term the GodClass detection strategy. Be-
cause of plateaux in the parametric space [12] we obtained
more than one set of thresholds which produce exactly the
same precision for the strategy as it has been presented in
Table 1. We assign a unique number for all these sets which

Figure 3. Thresholds for the GodClass detec-
tion strategy. The value on the X axis identify
the solution from which the threshold is part
and the value on the Y axis presents the con-
crete value of the threshold

reflects the order in which they were provided by the ma-
chine. Thus, each graphic from Figure 3 presents on the Y
axis the thresholds value of the corresponding term of the
strategy, while the X axis represents the unique identifier
of the set from which that threshold is part. In this man-
ner we can also see how a particular threshold varies from
one set of thresholds to another.

The first thing we notice from Figure 3 is that the thresh-
old of the (ATFD(C), HigherThan( )) term of the strategy
is the same in every solution and more important, its value
(2) is semantically relevant. If a class breaks the encapsula-
tion of some few other classes this action enables the sus-
picion that this class does something that should be done
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by the accessed classes from the good object-oriented de-
sign point of view. In other words, our class has absorbed
the intelligence of the accessed one.

The threshold of the (ATFD(C), TopValues( )) term of
the strategy varies between 15% and 20% from one solu-
tion to another. Any value in this interval is semantically rel-
evant for what it is intended to be captured by this term of
the strategy. As we mentioned earlier, GodClasses tend to
centralize the intelligence of a software system. Thus, the
number of classes affected by this flaw in a system is ex-
pected to be small relative to the total number of classes.
So, it is reasonable to search for GodClasses between those
classes having the first 15-20% top values for the ATFD
software metric.

The threshold obtained for the (WMC(C), High-
erThan( )) term of the strategy it is also semantically
relevant. The reason of using this term in the GodClass de-
tection strategy is that a GodClass tends to centralize the
intelligence of the system. Because of that it could be com-
plex. A value for the WMC metric higher than 31 (the
lower limit for the variation of the threshold) makes
sense when we speak about the complex classes of a sys-
tem.

The problem appears in the case of the (TCC(C), Low-
erThan( )) term. It was included in the strategy because, as
a result of [16], a GodClass may have a low cohesion be-
tween its methods. According with the interpretation model
of the TCC metric [2] a value lower than 0.33 (the upper
limit for the variation of the term threshold) expresses a low
cohesion between the methods of the measured class. Un-
fortunately, in the 6th set of thresholds provided by the ma-
chine the value of the threshold is 0.02. Because the lowest
possible value for the TCC metric is 0 it is hard to believe
that this term can be responsible for detecting classes hav-
ing “low” cohesion when this threshold value is used. In ad-
dition, because all the sets of thresholds provided by the ma-
chine produce the same accuracy for the strategy as it was
shown in Table 1 it seems that it makes no difference if the
term is included or not in the strategy. Well, this is not true.

In Figure 3 we noticed that the thresholds for the
(WMC(C), HigherThan( )) and (TCC(C), LowerThan( ))
terms varies together. This observation is demonstrated
by the scatter diagram presented in Figure 4 where we
can see that the thresholds for these two terms concen-
trate in two clusters.

The second cluster presents semantically relevant thresh-
olds for both elementary terms of the strategy and it is clear
that it can capture the true particularities of the GodClass
design flaw. Only the first cluster presents the aforemen-
tioned problem and it is most likely affected by the overfit-
ting phenomenon. If we provide more examples to the tun-
ing machine this first cluster will probably disappear.

As a conclusion we can say that our tuning machine man-

Figure 4. Threshold clusters

aged to find a couple of sets of relevant threshold values for
the GodClass detection strategy. On the other hand, these
new thresholds at least conserved the accuracy of the strat-
egy. In this context we state that the tuning machine seems
to be a fruitful approach for the threshold values problem of
a detection strategy and a promising way to optimize the ac-
curacy of a detection strategy.

3.4.2. Tuning DataClass detection strategy Following a
similar scenario like in the case of GodClass detection strat-
egy we applied the tuning machine approach for the Data-
Class detection strategy.

When the strategy was tuned without any tradeoff
(b = 0.5) meaning that the false negative and false pos-
itive inconsistencies are penalized in exactly the same
way we obtained two categories of best solutions present-
ing the same total number of inconsistencies (8) : one hav-
ing 7 false negatives and 1 false positive over the tuning set,
and one having 6 respectively 2. In order to simplify the dis-
cussion and because we prefer a smaller number of false
negatives we accepted a small tradeoff by tuning the strat-
egy with a 0.55 value for the b parameter (balance) of the
tuning algorithm. In this way the first category of solu-
tions disappears.

In Table 2 the composition of the tuning set and of the
validation set is presented. It is also shown the accuracy of
the strategy over these two sets using the original thresholds
and the one obtained by the tuning machine.

The precision of the initial strategy over the tuning set is
not very good: only 6 (18 positive examples - 12 false neg-
atives) are detected. Using the thresholds provided by the
tuning machine the accuracy of the strategy has increased
because the number of false negatives and false positives
is smaller. Unfortunately, the improvement does not ap-
pear over the validation set. But neither does a degradation!
Thus, the new thresholds are better than the original ones
from the tuning set point of view and are at least as better
as the original ones from the validation set point of view.

But why didn’t we obtain better accuracy? First, let’s
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Set Positive Negative Using original thresholds Using tuned thresholds
type examples examples False negatives False positives False negatives False positives

Tuning 18 126 12 3 6 2
Validation 4 41 3 0 3 0

Table 2. The accuracy of the DataClass detection strategy

Figure 5. Thresholds for the DataClass detec-
tion strategy

take a look at the concrete thresholds established by the ma-
chine which are presented in Figure 5 in exactly the same
way like in the case of the previous experiment.

We can see that the thresholds of three elementary terms
are stable and their values are also semantically relevant for
their corresponding terms of strategy. Without entering into
details, a class having more than 5 public fields and/or more
than 7-8 accessor methods can be suspected as having many
fields and/or accessor methods in its interface.

The problem is with the threshold of the
(WOC(C),LowerThan( )) term because it seems to
vary randomly while the accuracy of the strategy is the
same for all the sets of thresholds provided by the ma-
chine. This suggests that this term is useless and we can
safely delete it from the strategy. For example, in the 12th
solution this threshold is 0.95. According to the interpreta-
tion model of the WOC metric [8] a class presenting such
a value for this metric provides a lot of functionality (1 is
the maximum value). Thus, a 0.95 threshold is not seman-
tically relevant because the (WOC(C),LowerThan( )) term
should select all the “lightweight” classes from the sys-
tem while a value lower that 0.95 for the WOC metric
does not reflect this aspect. So, the strategy accuracy dis-
cussed in Table 2 is not influenced by this term at all,
and all the “work” is done by the other terms of the strat-
egy. As a final result, it is very likely that we have found a
“flaw” in the skeleton of the strategy.

We continued our experiment by tuning the DataClass

detection strategy at a higher balance (b = 0.9) accepting
a more radical trade-off i.e. a false negative is nine times
harder penalized than a false positive. The threshold we ob-
tained for each term vary in small intervals but they are se-
mantically relevant in the context of their corresponding el-
ementary term. As we expected the number of false nega-
tives reduced over the tuning set (1) and over the validation
set (2). Unfortunately, the total number of false positives in-
creased dramatically: 19 over the tuning set respectively 0
over the validation set. Remember that the number of posi-
tive examples contained by the tuning set is 18 and we ob-
tained 19 false positives over this set! Thus, the tradeoff may
be too radical.

Next, we manually analyzed the negative examples de-
tected as false positive by the strategy tuned at a balance of
0.9 and the positive examples detected as false negatives by
the strategy tuned at a balance of 0.55. In this manner we
easily identified the problems responsible for the low accu-
racy of this detection strategy.

All these classes present a similar number of public at-
tributes and/or accessor methods. The only difference is that
the positive examples are very simple while the negative
ones are very complex or inherit functionality from a su-
per class (in many cases the super class is a library one).
An OO designer may argue that some of these negative ex-
amples are in fact DataClasses or a form of DataClasses
but they are clearly not totally conformant with Fowler’s
description of this flaw which states that a DataClass has
“fields, getting and setting methods for the fields and noth-
ing else” [4]. Although arguable, we will consider Fowler’s
definition as it is.

The problem is that all these classes have a similar rel-
atively low value for the WOC metric. The interpretation
model of this metric states that a class with a low value for
WOC does not provide almost any functionality [8]. But
our negative examples demonstrate the contrary: a class can
provide much functionality (e.g., in one non accessor or in-
herited public method) while having a small value for the
WOC metric. So, we can say that this metric does not re-
ally capture what it claims or at least its usage in the con-
text of DataClass design flaw detection is strongly limited.

As a conclusion, the tuning machine managed to find
a couple of sets of threshold values for the DataClass de-
tection strategy which partially improved its accuracy. In
the same time the machine raised an serious alarm signal
that the strategy accuracy is strongly limited. If we use the
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threshold values obtained at a balance of 0.55 we may miss
too many DataClasses and if we use the thresholds obtained
at a balance of 0.9 we may incorrectly detect too many
non DataClasses. Analyzing the conflicting examples which
were very simple to identify using our Java implementation
of the tuning machine we also found the “flaw” of the strat-
egy which has to be corrected in order to increase the strat-
egy precision.

4. Pros and cons

Although based on our experiments we believe that the
tuning machine is a good approach for establishing the
threshold values for a detection strategy, we also identified
some limitations.

One of the major problems of our approach is that in
order to find the threshold values for a detection strategy
we have to collect a set of positive and negative examples
for the targeted design flaw. The only thing we can say is
that it may be hard and time consuming but it is not im-
possible. Almost every day we find design flaws in our stu-
dents’ projects. Almost every company has to maintain its
programs. So, if one really wants to do it, s/he can.

It is also important to mention that collecting positive
and negative examples of design flaws can have unpredicted
benefits. For examples, it is possible that the threshold val-
ues of a detection strategy and even its skeleton may de-
pend on the size and on the programming language of the
system which is going to be analyzed. Collecting examples
for different classes of systems may produce in time a de-
tection strategies catalog with specific quantifications of de-
sign flaws for different programming languages, for differ-
ent sizes of systems, and so one. Not to mention that a com-
pany will be able to calibrate the strategies for its specific
environment.

Another problem is that as it happened in our experi-
ments, we might find two or more sets of threshold values,
presenting small differences, but the same accuracy on the
tuning and validation sets of examples. Which one to use
in order to detect that design flaw in a software system? A
possible solution is to use all of them obtaining a multiple-
thresholds detection strategy. The idea is to repeat the anal-
ysis for each set of thresholds. All the entities detected as
being flawed for at least one time will be reported and they
can be ordered depending on how many threshold sets have
detected them.

5. Related work

An old proverb says “use numbers, but never trust
them!”. This is particularly important when we search
for software metrics thresholds. Nobody has demon-
strated the existence of a certain threshold value for a par-

ticular metric. All we can do is to “guess” based on our
experience giving birth to heuristic thresholds.

Lorenz and Kidd defined in [7] threshold values for many
design software metrics. Unfortunately, these thresholds are
very hard to use in order to establish the thresholds of a de-
tection strategy for the following two reasons.

First, the authors do not say too much about the design
problem context in which that threshold should be used. A
particular metric could be used to quantify different design
flaws but it is not clear in the context of which one its heuris-
tic threshold should be used. From our point of view using
the same threshold is not a good option because the thresh-
old may be dependent on the concrete design flaw.

Second, the identified thresholds reflect the authors’s ex-
perience with Smalltalk and C++ projects. So, using their
thresholds in another development environment could be an
inappropriate decision.

The detection strategy tuning machine method avoids
these problems because it is based on a more abstract
heuristic: a set of thresholds of a detection strategy is bet-
ter than another one if the accuracy of the strategy is higher
when it uses the first set of thresholds. The thresholds are
identified for a particular detection strategy using a concrete
set of examples of the quantified design flaw. If the exam-
ples are collected from a specific development environment
the results can capture its particularities.

French describes in [5] a method for establishing soft-
ware metric thresholds which can be used to focus the main-
tenance activity to truly problematic code. The problem of
this approach is that almost nothing is said about the design
problems the identified code has. It is important to know the
design flaws we are dealing with because the necessary re-
organization actions can be quickly identified in terms of
code refactorings [4] or correction strategies [6]. This is one
of the main benefits of a detection strategy.

An interesting alternative to deal with thresholds can
be found in [18]. The basic idea is to map precise thresh-
old values into fuzzy ones. Extending this approach to the
thresholds of a detection strategy will improve its expres-
siveness because it will be defined in terms of “high com-
plex classes” or “classes having many public attributes”.
This may be a very interesting research direction.

Another interesting approach is to enhance the problem
detection process by combining detection strategies applied
on a single version with additional information extracted
from multiple versions of the analyzed system [15]. The ap-
proach is not intended to help finding the proper threshold
values of a detection strategy, but it can improve the accu-
racy of the problem detection process by narrowing the fo-
cus of maintenance activity on the most dangerous flawed
entities. Like any other design analysis method based on
software metrics the success of this approach depends on
some properly selected thresholds.
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6. Conclusions and future work

We have presented in this paper a generic method which
addresses the problem of threshold values that should be
used by a detection strategy. The basic idea is to infer these
thresholds from a given set of positive and negative exam-
ples of the design flaw quantified by that strategy.

We also presented two experiments in which we applied
the method for two well known detection strategies. We ob-
tained promising results which showed that our method:

� Can find the proper threshold values that should be
used by a detection strategy and in this context can im-
prove the accuracy of that detection strategy

� Can help to identify “flaws” in the quantification of a
design flaw in form of a detection strategy

The major drawback of the approach is that in order to
tune a strategy a sufficient large set of examples has to be
constructed while this operation is not a very easy one. But
as we emphasize in another section, collecting examples
from a specific development environment and tuning a strat-
egy using these examples can generate in time great benefits
for a re-engineering process developed in the same environ-
ment.

Our future work will be focused on the following direc-
tions:

� We are going to increase the relevance of our afore-
mentioned experiments by collecting more positive
and negative examples for the GodClass and DataClass
design flaws

� We are going to collect examples for other design flaws
such as ShotgunSurgery [4], RefusedBequest [4], and
many other and we are going to apply our method in
order to find the threshold values for the correspond-
ing detection strategies defined in [9]

� We also consider extracting the entire strategy, not
only the thresholds, from a given set of examples. The
method will be probably based on a decision tree learn-
ing algorithm [17]
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